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Let’s Explore 
1

It gives students a wealth of opportunities 
to practice what they have learned.
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Introducing  Oneself

Susan  :   Hello. I'm Susan.  What's your name?

Jack :   Hi. My name is Jack.

Susan :   Nice to meet you, Jack.

Jack :   Nice to meet you too, Susan.

Let’s Talk 
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A : Hello. I'm ________. What's your name?

B :  Hi. _______________.

A : Nice to meet you, ______________.

B : __________________, _____________.

Role Play. Practice the same conversations.



Role Play. Practice the same conversations using the different time  expressions.

Let’s Talk 

A :    Good ________ .

B :    Good ________ .  How are you today?

A :    I'm fine. ____________ ?

B :     ____________________.
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Good __________.           Morning

Afternoon

Evening

James   :    Good afternoon.

Tommy  :    Good afternoon. How are you today? 

James   :     I'm fine. How about you?

Tommy   :     I'm fine too, thank you



Introducing  Someone

Susan :      Hello there ,  Lina.

Lina :      Oh , hi Susan !

Susan :     Jack ,  this is my friend Lina.

Jack :     It's nice to meet you , Lina.

Lina :      Nice to meet you too ,  Jack.  

.

A :     Hello there , ___________.

B :     Oh ,  hi    _________!

A :  ____  ,  this is ____________.

C :     Nice to meet you  , ________.

B :     _______________,  _______.

Role Play.  Practice the same conversations.  

Let’s Talk 
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Word Pictures
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Jobs

His name is Jack.

Jack is a _______.           

His name is Toni.

Toni is a _______.

Her name is Susan.

Susan is a ______.

She is Jessica.

Jessica is a _______.

He is Matt.

Matt is a _______.

She is Lina. 

Lina is a _______.



A :     Who is that  _____ ?

B :      ________________.

A :     Is _______________?

B :     No, ______. __________.

Let’s Talk 

Role Play. Practice the same conversations using the different occupations. 
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Jim :     Who is that woman ?

Peter :    Her name is Susan.

Jim :       Is she a dressmaker ?

Peter :    No, she isn't. She's a nurse.

policewoman               

mechanic

barber       

janitor       

waitress

Betty

Sam

Mr. Smith

Rick Leah



1. What's this ? It's a pencil 

2. Is this a ruler?                                   Yes, it is.

3. Is this a pencil  ?                               No, it isn't.  It's a crayon.

4. What's this  ? 

_____________.

5. Is this a photo ? 

____________.

6. Is this a vase ? 

______. _________.

7. What's this   ? 

_____________.

8. Is this an oven ? 

_____________.

Word Pictures
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Objects
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9. Is this a plate ?                                

_____. __________.

10. What's this ?                                  

____________.

11. Is this a comb ?                       

____________.

12. Is this a hairclip?                 

_____. __________.  

13. What's this ?   

___________. 

14. Is this a book ?                                

___________.

15. Is this a  magazine ?                      

_____. ____________.



Grammar Points

This That

What’s this ?
It’s a strawberry. What’s that ?                                   It’s an apple.

What’s this ? It’s a pear. What’s that ?                                    It’s a watermelon.

What’s this ?      __________ . 
What’s  that ?                                   _____________.              

_________? __________. ____________ ?                               ____________.

Is this a dress? Yes, it  is .

Is that  a  jacket ?   No, it isn’t.
It‘s  a  skirt.

Is __________?     Yes, it is .

Is that a  blouse ?   No, it isn’t.
It’s  a  ____________.

__________?      ________.                     
___________ a coat?   No, it isn’t.
___________________.
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This / That



Are ?                     

Are these rings ? 
Yes, they are.

Are those backpacks ?  No they aren’t .
They  are  purses  .

Are these __________?
Yes,  they are .

Are those cameras?   ______________.
They  are __________ .

__________?    __________.

_
_______ cellphones?   ____________.
___________________.

Grammar Points

These Those

What are these?
They’re  earrings . What are those ?                        They ‘re  watches  .

What are these?
They’re belts . What are those ?                        They’re  bags.

What are these?_______ . What are  those ?                          ___________.

________?         __________.
_
__________ ?                                __________.
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These / Those



Where is the cat?

Grammar Points

Role Play. Practice the same conversation  using  the different prepositions of place.

television    lamp     girl bag      table 
books      plant      pillow       boy
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Prepositions

It is under the chair.



A.  Fill in the blanks with the correct preposition of place.

Let’s Practice   

1. The computer is ______ the desk .

2.  The tennis racket is  ________ the bed.

3. The radio  is _________ the computer.

4. The bag is ___________ the TV.

5. The cellphone is  ______ the chair.

6.   The book is ______  the bag.

7.   The guitar is ___________ the chair.

8.   The disc is  __________ the TV.

9. The pillow is _____  the bed.

10. The TV is ______  the  table. 

pillow        magazine          ball         fish

cat        dog         fishbowl        table 

B. Where are the objects ?  
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Word Pictures

Mr. Grant is at the museum.

Mrs. Brent is at the bank.

Tanya is at the cinema.

Lisa is at the supermarket. 

Mr. Peterson is at the office. Patrick is at the airport. 
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Places / Locations



Troy is at the park. Simon  is at the zoo.

Mrs. Willow is at the  gas station.

Role Play. Practice the same conversation  based from the Word Pictures.

A :    Where’s  ________ ?

B :     _________ is at the ___________.  

Where’s Mr. Grant?

Mr. Grant is at the museum.
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Exercise l.  Based on the Word Pictures, replace with he or she.  

1.  Mr. Grant is at the museum.

He is at the museum.

2.  Tanya is at the cinema.

She is at the cinema.

3.   John is at the bank.

4.   Mrs. Brent is at the bank.

5.   Jessica is the office.

6.   Kelly is at the airport.

7 .  Troy is at the hospital.

8.   Simon is at the zoo.

9.  Mrs. Willow is at the gas station.

A :  Is __________  at the ____________?

B :   ____________________?

Role Play. Practice the same conversation  based  from the Word Pictures.
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Is Mr. Grant at the museum?

Yes, he is.

Is Tanya at the mall?

No, she isn’t.

She’s  at the cinema.



A.   Fill in the blanks with a or an.

Grammar Point

1.  ____

2. ____

3. ____

4. ____

5. ____  

6.   ____  

7.    ____

8. ____

9. ____

10. ____

B. 

marker
truck
igloo
fork
globe
eagle
ant
abacus
snake
tree

It’s  a  laptop . _____________ _____________ . 

______________ .
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______________ . 

a / an

a + consonant an + vowel

It’s a bus. 

It’s a map. 

It’s an airplane.

It’s an orange.



No, she isn’t. She’s at the library counter.

Is Suzy at the student’s corner?

Review Points 

Where’s  the Art  Section  ?     It’s  next to  the History section.

1. Where’s  the dictionary ?        It’s  ____  the  desk .
2. Where’s  Kent ?                      He is  __________  Suzy.
3.   Where’s  Tina  ?                     She is  ___________ James.
4.   Where’s  Mrs.  Curry ?           She is _____ the library  counter.
5.   Where’s  the clock ?               It’s  ___  the wall.
6.   Where’s  the flower ?             It’s   ___  the vase.
7.   Where’s  the bag ?                 It’s  ________  the desk.

Mrs. Curry

at next to                

on behind

in front of in

under

1. Is the Math section next to the Art section ?
2. Is the computer on the desk ?
3. Is Kent in front of Suzy ?
4. Is James behind Kent ? 
5. Is the bag behind Mrs. Curry ?

James

Tina
Kent

Suzy
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A .    Based on the picture, fill in the blanks with the correct words. 

B.    Practice the same conversations.



C.  Fill in the blanks with the correct word. 

1. What are  these ?            They’re cups.

2. What’s  that ?                   It’s  an ostrich.
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What’s that?        ________________.

What’s that?        ________________.What’s this?        ________________.

What are those?        _____________.

What are those?        _____________.What are these?        _____________.

What’s this?               _____________.What’s that?        ________________.



Role Play.   Practice  the same conversations. 

Let’s Talk

Jack  :    Who’s  that ?

Nilo :    His name is  Mike Stewart.

Jack  :    What’s his job ?

Nilo :     He’s  a  reporter. 

Nancy Jacobs / dentist Sam Carter / painter Tom Stanley / driver

Sara Curtis / secretary Amy  Thomas / teacher Peter Brent / repairman

Tami Lim / chef Linda Stewart / cashier Tommy Brown / pilot 
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Unit Summary

Singular Plural

It’s       a             bag

It’s       an           orange

They‘re           suits 

Asking a question using “Where”

Where

‘s                 the cat?

(is)

‘s                Becky?

(is)

are             the pencils?

Preposition

It is on

under

next to

the couch.

the table .

the fishbowl.

She is in

at

the house.

the post office.

They’re in front of 

behind

the crayons.

the book.

Affirmative Sentence

She ‘s           

He                (is)           in the park.

It 

Negative Sentences

She                      isn’t 

He                       (is not)             in the park.

It 

Simple Questions

she

Is                he            in the park?

it

Short Answers  

she is.

Yes,       he is.

it is.

she  isn’t.

No,          he isn’t.

it    isn’t.
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Asking a question using  “ What”

What

‘s            this?

(is)           that?

are          these?

those?


